=/\=/\=/\= Resume U.S.S. Elara Mission =/\=/\=/\=

LtJG-QUag says:
:: Working in his office, trying to adjust the deflector dish and tractor beam. ETC about 15 minutes. He stares down at his home made bandage around his hand and notices swelling, a sign of infection, but he is stubborn enough to leave the CMO alone::

Ops-FoDco says:
::at ops::

CTO_David says:
::on the bridge at Tactical::

Host CO_Lenor says:
::in the chair, on the bridge::

FCO_Hall says:
::at the helm::

Ops-FoDco says:
::Checks sensor readings::

CMOJoRoss says:
::In sick bay doing paper work::

CSO_Jentr says:
::at science station on bridge::

TO_Aponte says:
::taps a few buttons at a secondary tactical station, checking shield status::

CTO_David says:
::looking at the shield stats:: TO: Any idea's?

FCO_Hall says:
::holding the ship at 100,000km::

Ops-FoDco says:
::Monitors energy readings::

CMOJoRoss says:
::gets up to get herself a cup of coffee::

TO_Aponte says:
CTO: none sir, shields are holding though.

CSO_Jentr says:
*QUag* Do you need my assistance with the deflector dish?

LtJG-QUag says:
::taps some commands on the console and gets it to spit out a hypospray of varied stimulants::

Host CO_Lenor says:
*QUag* ::slaps commbadge hard::  How much longer?

CTO_David says:
::looks at the hull status:: CO: Shields will fail in 6 minutes.

LtJG-QUag says:
*CO and CSO*: I don't require much more help. The beams and dish should be ready in 10 minutes, and the modifications are done. Just waiting to check the final security checks on it.

CSO_Jentr says:
*QUag* Aye

CTO_David says:
::looks for other systems to take power from::

LtJG-QUag says:
*CO* If absolutely necessary we can always initiate before then but I wouldn't recommend it, we don't know if everything in it is flawless

CMOJoRoss says:
::thinks she still needs to see QUag but is sure that he is busy at present::

TO_Aponte says:
CTO: recommend moving all crew to emergency shelters and rerouting life support in the outer sections to reinforce structural integrity, sir.

CTO_David says:
TO: Do it.

Action:  The Elara lurches forward.  Main Power is down.

CTO_David says:
TO: Agreed ::lurches forward::

CMOJoRoss says:
::drops the coffee cup tipping hot coffee over herself::

CSO_Jentr says:
::checks his station and sensor readings… grabs console::
Ops-FoDco says:
CO: We've lost main power sir. Switching to Auxiliary lighting

Host CO_Lenor says:
::nods to Ops...  sees lights come back on::

TO_Aponte says:
::nods at the CTO and gestures to a crewman at the back of the bridge, quickly explaining the plan and sending him on his way to the lower decks::

FCO_Hall says:
CO:  Sir, the ship as moved forward 25,000km.

CTO_David says:
CO: Shields at maximum tolerance.

CMOJoRoss says:
Self:: Grrr........ That is all I need

CTO_David says:
CO: Recommend taking power from the holodeck grid.

CSO_Jentr says:
CO: q-sing has increased in density

LtJG-QUag says:
*CO* The diagnostic will be complete in 5 minutes

CMOJoRoss says:
::picks the cup and puts it back to be recycled::

CSO_Jentr says:
CO: By another ::checks readings:: 1500%

Ops-FoDco says:
::Gets up, moves to back Ops Station  (Ops-extra takes over)::


Host CO_Lenor says:
*QUag*  We don't have time for diagnostics...  let's just do it.

Ops-FoDco says:
::Moves next to CTO::

LtJG-QUag says:
*CO* It seems the diagnostic has already checked out A-OK, we are ready. Initiating beam and pulse on your signal.

Host CO_Lenor says:
FCO:  Maneuver us into a position to fire the pulse.

FCO_Hall says:
CO:  Aye.

TO_Aponte says:
::braces himself against the edge of the console::

Ops-FoDco says:
::Leans on tactical rail::

CMOJoRoss says:
::walks back over to the desk and check that list of things that she need to do::

CSO_Jentr says:
::monitors sensors ....awaiting the beam::

CTO_David says:
::keeps a tight eye on the shields::

Action:  Ship begins to shudder.  Aux. power flickers.

FCO_Hall says:
::begins to move the Elara::

Ops-FoDco says:
::goes back to rear ops::

CSO_Jentr says:
::grabs his console again to steady himself::

CTO_David says:
::grabs console::

CMOJoRoss says:
::takes her glasses off and walks into the main area of sick bay to check on the two sick crew members::

Host CO_Lenor says:
::waits for FCO to signal that we're in position::

TO_Aponte says:
::taps buttons rapidly, rerouting power wherever available to keep this ship in one piece::

FCO_Hall says:
CO: In position now sir.

Host CO_Lenor says:
*QUag* Initiate the pulse.

LtJG-QUag says:
:: Taps the command to target and activates the beam towards the perimeter, and the pulse to the vortex with a .6 time variance, meanwhile monitoring the qs's stability::

CSO_Jentr says:
::watches closely::

LtJG-QUag says:
:: Checking sensor data::

CTO_David says:
::thinks:: I hope this works. Looks at his sensor data::

CSO_Jentr says:
::continues to monitor the sensors::

LtJG-QUag says:
*CO* It looks like it is stabilizing, this should buy us time until we run out of power for the dish, evacuate the colonies and worlds ASAP I'd suggest.

TO_Aponte says:
::thinks he really should make a habit of updating his will::

Action:  The Elara lurches forward again.  The XO monitor explodes, knocking the CO out of her chair.
Rear ops console blows out.  Ens. Foe-Deecoe is thrown back against the tactical rail, and flips over it a-la Gold Shirt extra, and falls unconscious. He's not dead, He's just really really burnt..

Ops-FoDco says:
::hopes someone calls Medical::

CSO_Jentr says:
CO: The q-sing's collapse is still increasing

FCO_Hall says:
::holds console::

CTO_David says:
::grabs his console and sees the CO go down:: *CMO* Medical emergency, main bridge!

CTO_David says:
::runs forward to the CO:: TO: Check Ops!

Ops-FoDco says:
::twitches a little::

FCO_Hall says:
ALL:  The ship has moved forward again.  20,000 km.

CMOJoRoss says:
*CTO* On my way

CMOJoRoss says:
::picks up a medkit and heads to the TL::

TO_Aponte says:
::moves to the OPS officer's side and rolls him over so he can take a pulse::

Ops-FoDco says:
::pulses::

LtJG-QUag says:
*CTO* Check the captain, if she is hurt, take the bridge please, or I could reroute command to the Main Engineering

Action:  The Elara stop shaking.  All is still.  The Klaxon noise is extremely loud.

CTO_David says:
::checks the CO's pulse::

CMOJoRoss says:
::arrives at the TL:: Computer: Bridge

TO_Aponte says:
CTO: he's alive sir, but we need a medic up here

CMOJoRoss says:
::arrives on the bridge::

CTO_David says:
*CEO* I need you in engineering.  I'll take command.

LtJG-QUag says:
*CTO* It worked, it appears the QS's collapse is slowing down,

Host CO_Lenor says:
::groans...  head is woozy::

CSO_Jentr says:
*QUag* The q-sing seems to be stabilizing

LtJG-QUag says:
*CTO* I might be able to configure a small unit like a probe with the same effect, but there is a lack of power. I could modify it to feed of the QS's disturbances, but, it would have to be sent to the center of the QS before we run out of power for the tractor beam

CMOJoRoss says:
ALL:  what the problem?

CTO_David says:
CO: Captain can you hear me?

TO_Aponte says:
::points the CMO to the Captain::

CMOJoRoss says:
::walks over to the CTO and CO::

Ops-FoDco says:
::hopes they don't drag him to sickbay::

Host CO_Lenor says:
::blinks::  CTO:  no I will *not* marry you.

CTO_David says:
::dazed:: CO: Sir?

CSO_Jentr says:
::looks over to the CO....thinking "I wouldn't blame her"::

FCO_Hall says:
::turns around::

Host CO_Lenor says:
::passes out::

CMOJoRoss says:
::give a funny look to the CTO::

LtJG-QUag says:
:: Watches his office shake and prized possessions fall from the shelves, but returns to remotely modifying a probes tractor beam and pulse emitter, the power feed off the QS will have to be modified manually::

CTO_David says:
*CEO* Do what you need to.  I need main power.

CMOJoRoss says:
::takes out her tricorder and scans the Capt.::

CTO_David says:
::gets up:: CMO: Is she alright?

LtJG-QUag says:
*CTO* Keep a cool head, take the chair it's up to you now, I am modifying the probe and I think I can yank power from the pod to restore our power, in 10 minutes

CTO_David says:
FCO: What's our position?

TO_Aponte says:
::grabs a medkit from beneath the console and runs a quick scan of the OPS officer::  self: he'll live  ::goes back to the Tac console::

CSO_Jentr says:
CTO: The q-sing has stabilized for now

CMOJoRoss says:
CTO:: I need her in sick bay to find out more

CTO_David says:
CSO: Keep an eye on it.

LtJG-QUag says:
:: Starts rapping on his console to reroute power, then returns to working on the probe unit:: *CTO* That power should come back on in about 5 minutes when the mods take there effect

CTO_David says:
CMO: Acknowledged.

TO_Aponte says:
CMO:  I have another one for you.

FCO_Hall says:
CTO:  We are holding a position near the q-sing.

CSO_Jentr says:
CTO: Aye

CMOJoRoss says:
Ops:  Beam the Cap and myself to sick bay please

CTO_David says:
::sits in the chair:: FCO: How far are from it?

CTO_David says:
CSO: Inform me of any change.

LtJG-QUag says:
*CTO* the probe will be ready in another 10 minutes, and I will personally modify the probe's power feed, I am doing it now ::grabs his tools and initiates transport for the probe to his office, and starts the manual mods::

Ops-FoDco says:
:: Lays unconscious...::

CTO_David says:
*CEO* Understood.  Inform me when ready.

CSO_Jentr says:
CTO: the sensors are showing a subspace pocket forming within the q-sing

CMOJoRoss says:
CTO:  David, beam the three of us to sick bay

CTO_David says:
CSO: Origin?

TO_Aponte says:
::glances at the tactical console::

FCO_Hall says:
CTO: We holding a position of 50,000km sir. I am not for sure.

CSO_Jentr says:
CTO: Still undetermined

CTO_David says:
::taps a few buttons on the chair and beams all three of them to sickbay:: 

CMOJoRoss says:
::checks ops::

LtJG-QUag says:
*CTO* I will also modify the probe to let off a COM signal, like a quarantine notice. It should warn them that the probe is maintaining the stability and to keep distance, as well as a tech log of all my research and mods incase someone must act on it in the future.

CTO_David says:
TO: Shield status?

CSO_Jentr says:
::works with the sensors to figure out the origin of the pocket::

Ops-FoDco says:
::begins waking up::

CMOJoRoss says:
::now in sick bay says with ops and has the MO deal with the Cap::

Ops-FoDco says:
::pain in left leg and left... ouch::

TO_Aponte says:
CTO: shields are operative sir  ::under his breath::  thank heavens for small favors...

CMOJoRoss says:
Ops:; Can you here me?

CTO_David says:
TO: Keep them there.

LtJG-QUag says:
:: Puts on the last touches and downloads the logs to it's alternative computer core:: *CTO* The probe is done, ready to launch after the diagnostic checks out :: Beams the probe to a launching bay::

Ops-FoDco says:
::groans....::

CSO_Jentr says:
CTO: The origin is directly within the event horizon

CTO_David says:
*CEO* Understood.  Fire when ready.

TO_Aponte says:
CTO:  aye sir  ::returns to monitoring the shields and squeezing power from every non-essential system available::

CMOJoRoss says:
:;give instruction to a nurse to treat his leg as she checks him over::

CTO_David says:
CSO: Is this a naturally occurring phenomenon?

LtJG-QUag says:
:: Targets the vortex, and rigs the probe to automatically take over the disturbance's stabilization once it reaches the vortex and automatically disengage our beams when it takes over, and to transmit the message::

LtJG-QUag says:
*CTO* Fire in the hole ::engages the launch::

CSO_Jentr says:
CTO: checking on that now

LtJG-QUag says:
:: Monitors the launch and sensor data::

CTO_David says:
Aux OPS: Put the probe on screen.

FCO_Hall says:
CTO:  Sir, I recommend not firing the probe into the q-sing.


CTO_David says:
<Aux OPS>CTO: Aye sir.:: puts it on screen::

CTO_David says:
*CEO* Hold launch.

CTO_David says:
FCO: Explain.

LtJG-QUag says:
*CTO* It already launched, I can remotely detonate it though

CSO_Jentr says:
CTO: The pocket is not a natural occurrence.  I am still trying to determine what the cause is

LtJG-QUag says:
:: Quickly reroutes the alternative tractor beam to grasp the probe and haul it back::

CTO_David says:
::thinks:: Oh great

CMOJoRoss says:
::sees that ops also has a dislodged shoulder as well are other minor injuries::

TO_Aponte says:
::standing by, ready to divert all power to forward or aft shields on a second's notice::

CSO_Jentr says:
CTO: I can not determine the cause....it is unknown

CSO_Jentr says:
::looks at the view screen apprehensively::

Ops-FoDco says:
::gets up...Grabs for shoulder.....::

LtJG-QUag says:
:: Engages the units auto-destruct before it reaches the event horizon:: *CTO* I am detonating the probe upon your signal :: Waits to give the final auto destruct code on the probe::



FCO_Hall says:
CTO:  Sir, with my experience with q-sing, it could "upset" it again, this time it may not be able to be stopped.

CTO_David says:
CSO: Can you get a clear sensor reading?

CMOJoRoss says:
Ops: Sit still

Ops-FoDco says:
::K::

CSO_Jentr says:
CTO: It is difficult due to the q-sing

CTO_David says:
FCO: Agreed.  *CEO* Hold until the last possible second.

LtJG-QUag says:
:: Can’t wait any longer, detonates the probe before it reaches the event horizon::

CMOJoRoss says:
Ops: Try not to move OK......

LtJG-QUag says:
*CTO* It is confirmed detonation before hitting the event horizon, I couldn't wait, if we waited longer I couldn't detonate it in time

Ops-FoDco says:
::Groan:: CMO: wh...wha....

CSO_Jentr says:
CTO: If I could get more power to the sensor array , I may have better luck

CTO_David says:
CSO: Can you cut through the interference?

CMOJoRoss says:
::treats him and gives him a hypo to relax him::

CSO_Jentr says:
CTO: I am trying


CTO_David says:
*CEO* I need you to divert any spare power to the sensors.

LtJG-QUag says:
:: Watches on his view screen the probe expand into a sudden flash before hitting the qs's event horizon::

Ops-FoDco says:
CMO: Doc.. I... I..... ::blinks a few times::

LtJG-QUag says:
*CTO* I could reroute power from the engines, but that would temporarily keeps us immobilized

CMOJoRoss says:
MO:  How the Cap doing?

LtJG-QUag says:
*CTO* It's either that or from the weapons and launching array

CTO_David says:
*CEO* Any non-essential systems?

CSO_Jentr says:
::adjusts the sensors as best he can::

LtJG-QUag says:
*CTO* I already sucked the power out of them to keep Main Power online

TO_Aponte says:
CTO: Sir, perhaps it would be prudent to seal the leading edge of the saucer section, in anticipation of hull breach.

Ops-FoDco says:
::tries to sit up... that med. scanner across the chest thing stops 'im::

CSO_Jentr says:
CTO: I am now picking up traces of chroniton particles

CTO_David says:
*CEO* Take the phasers off-line.

LtJG-QUag says:
*CTO* Aye


CTO_David says:
CSO: Chronitons? From where?

CMOJoRoss says:
::walks over to the other  bio bed were the CO is to see how she is doing::

CTO_David says:
TO: Do it.  And ready a class 2 probe.

LtJG-QUag says:
:: Reroutes power from the phasers::

CSO_Jentr says:
CTO: Near the subspace pocket

Ops-FoDco says:
CMO: ::awakens from "drunken stupor" Doc! I gotta get to the bridge

LtJG-QUag says:
*CTO* As you know, main power is still of line from a disruption in the main power grid

TO_Aponte says:
CTO: aye sir  ::loads a type two probe into the forward launcher and hopes they have enough power to enable the launch::

CTO_David says:
*CEO* Estimated repair time.

CMOJoRoss says:
Ops; You will stay were you are and that is an order!

LtJG-QUag says:
*CTO* We don't have the man power or utilities at this time to fix it

Ops-FoDco says:
::does that thing where ya slam yer head back down...::

CMOJoRoss says:
::turning around to yell that the Ops::

Ops-FoDco says:
::(you know what I mean::



TO_Aponte says:
::drops emergency bulkheads into place throughout the saucer section, with a barely audible "clunk", and places emergency forcefields on standby::

CSO_Jentr says:
::adjusts the sensor again::

CSO_Jentr says:
CTO: The particles are coming from the subspace pocket

CTO_David says:
CSO: Monitor the chroniton particles.

CMOJoRoss says:
::walks over and give him another hypo::

CSO_Jentr says:
CTO: Aye

CTO_David says:
TO: If this is a ship.....What are our shields like?

Ops-FoDco says:
::collapses::

CMOJoRoss says:
Ops: You will stay here until I say you can leave do I make myself clear

CMOJoRoss says:
::Not waiting for an answer, goes back to the CO::

CSO_Jentr says:
CTO: Sensors are showing a chroniton vortex within the pocket

Ops-FoDco says:
::unconscious......again::

CTO_David says:
FCO: Engine status?

CTO_David says:
<status>




TO_Aponte says:
CTO: shields are operative...hull breach buffers are in place and that probe you asked for is loaded, sir.

CTO_David says:
CSO: Possibility of a ship?

LtJG-QUag says:
*CTO* Sir, I have a problem down here, it seems the engineering crew is about to panic, the chain of command is breaking down now that the CO and XO are out

CSO_Jentr says:
CTO: trying to determine that....power to sensors is still low

FCO_Hall says:
CTO:  Sir, the ship can be moved.

CTO_David says:
TO: Launch the probe and then give engineering the power from the launcher.  Make sure the probe doesn't cross the event horizon.

CTO_David says:
FCO: Back us off.

FCO_Hall says:
CTO: Aye sir.  How far from the q-sing sir?

CTO_David says:
*CEO* Keep cool.  I'm giving you the power from the launchers.

Ops-FoDco says:
::pulse begins going erratic.... monitor beeps::

TO_Aponte says:
CTO: aye sir...::programs the probe to stop short of the event horizon and then launches the probe::

CSO_Jentr says:
::continues to monitor the subspace pocket and the stability of the q-sing

CSO_Jentr says:
<::>



LtJG-QUag says:
*CO*  Didn't you here me, the crew down here are going to panic, without the  CO and XO they are breaking down the chain of command, pretty soon looting is going to start

CTO_David says:
CSO: Get what you can out of the probe.

CSO_Jentr says:
CTO: Aye

CMOJoRoss says:
::tell the MO to watch the CO and if there is any change, contact her straight away::

CTO_David says:
FCO: Back us to 75,000 KM.

CSO_Jentr says:
::Checks the input from the probe::

FCO_Hall says:
CTO: Aye sir. :: backs the ship to 75,000km::

CTO_David says:
*CEO* QUag keep cool.  Calm them down.

TO_Aponte says:
CTO:  sensors show no other vessels...rerouting power from launcher to engineering...::taps the buttons designating launcher power source to engineering functions::

Ops-FoDco says:
::!!pulse begins going erratic.... monitor beeps!!::

CMOJoRoss says:
::hears the beeps::

CSO_Jentr says:
CTO: readings are showing signs of stellar activity within the subspace pocket

CMOJoRoss says:
::goes over to see what is up::

CTO_David says:
CSO: How?  ::gets up and goes to his console::

CSO_Jentr says:
CTO: There are at least 3 separate solar systems there

CSO_Jentr says:
CTO: There could be more

CTO_David says:
::looks at the panel::  CSO: Any idea on how they got there?

CSO_Jentr says:
CTO: My guess is that the presence of the vortex and the q-sing together has formed them

CTO_David says:
TO: Where is the probe?

CTO_David says:
CSO: Inside the Q-sing?  Evidence of life?

Ops-FoDco says:
::pulse... 43...36...51...22

Ops-FoDco says:
<::>

CSO_Jentr says:
CTO: I never said evidence of life

CMOJoRoss says:
::begins treating he to find out what is going on why his condition keep changing::

CSO_Jentr says:
CTO: With the time differential between us and the pocket, it is difficult to get accurate sensor readings

Ops-FoDco says:
::BP 50/122::

TO_Aponte says:
CTO:  Sir, the probe is holding position 5000 kilometers outside of the event horizon, telemetry should incoming, routed to science.

CTO_David says:
TO: Can you move it in further without loosing it?

CSO_Jentr says:
::begins seeing incoming data::

TO_Aponte says:
CTO: if I could engage a tractor beam there would be a higher chance of success, sir.

LtJG-QUag says:
*CEO* There is not much for me to do down here other than to hold this bucket of bolts in one piece

CTO_David says:
Bridge Crew: Suggestions?

LtJG-QUag says:
<CTO>

Ops-FoDco says:
::begins going into cardiac arrest::

CTO_David says:
*CEO* That's all I ask.

TO_Aponte says:
CTO: caution sir

FCO_Hall says:
CTO:  While I was on the Pharaoh, we sent a probe into a q-sing. When we did this it became violent a pulled us into it sir.

CMOJoRoss says:
::treat  the arrest::

CTO_David says:
FCO: Similar to this one?

FCO_Hall says:
CTO:  I believe so sir.

CMOJoRoss says:
Self: Don't you die on me!

CSO_Jentr says:
CTO: I say we leave the probe and back off some more, until we can get main power back online

CTO_David says:
CSO: Agreed.  FCO: Helm Back us off. TO: Once we are 100,000km away send the probe in.

TO_Aponte says:
CTO: aye sir, recommend helm be ready to go to warp.

CSO_Jentr says:
::continues monitoring the telemetry data::

CMOJoRoss says:
::works hard to return his heart rate to normal::

Ops-FoDco says:
::dyin' over here::

FCO_Hall says:
CTO: Sir I don't believe that is a good idea.

CTO_David says:
FCO: Then get us ready to jump to maximum warp available.

CTO_David says:
*CMO* Status of the CO and OPS?

CSO_Jentr says:
::monitors the q-sing for fluctuations::

CTO_David says:
TO: Monitor shields.

FCO_Hall says:
CTO:  If the q-sing becomes violent it could pull everything into it.  Possibly everything in the system.

TO_Aponte says:
::nods and glances at the shield status monitor::

CTO_David says:
FCO

CMOJoRoss says:
*CTO* I am a bit tied up at the moment but the Ops is not good


LtJG-QUag says:
*CTO* Sir, I'd watch out, warp engines could be cut off at any time or fail, if we are going to do this, and the Warp cuts off while the shock-wave is active, we could be destroyed

CTO_David says:
FCO: I know.  Be ready.

CTO_David says:
*CEO* Understood.

CTO_David says:
*CEO* Transfer any power needed to the engines.

CTO_David says:
FCO: What's our position?

Ops-FoDco says:
::begins stabilizing........::

TO_Aponte says:
::reinforces aft shields with a few taps at a secondary panel::

CMOJoRoss says:
::works hard to say the Ops officer::

FCO_Hall says:
CTO: Still holding at 75,000km sir.

LtJG-QUag says:
:: rips power out of the phaser area and sensors to the engines. Runs a level 5 diagnostic to confirm that it's working::

CTO_David says:
FCO: Then take us to 100,000km please.

CSO_Jentr says:
::notices a slight power drop in sensors as power is rerouted::

FCO_Hall says:
CTO: Aye sir.  ::moves the ship::

CTO_David says:
TO: Send the probe in.


CMOJoRoss says:
::still working on the Ops officer::

TO_Aponte says:
CTO: aye sir  ::hits the little red button labeled "fire"::

CTO_David says:
FCO:  Be ready to jump to warp.

CTO_David says:
CSO: Anything?

CSO_Jentr says:
CTO: I am receiving 2 months of data from the stars within the pocket

TO_Aponte says:
CTO:  we have lost contact with the probe...some telemetry did make it through...forwarding to the science station.

CMOJoRoss says:
::Ops Officer condition has stables but he is not out of the wood yet::

CTO_David says:
::smiles:: CSO: And the Q-sing?

CSO_Jentr says:
CTO: It is still stable

CTO_David says:
::breathes a sigh of relief::

FCO_Hall says:
::heartbeat slows down when the CSO says that::

FCO_Hall says:
::turns and walks over to the CTO::

CSO_Jentr says:
CTO: The data shows the rotations of the  25 stars and planets nothing more

CMOJoRoss says:
::works on the Ops Officer::

CTO_David says:
::heads up to the CSO's station::

CSO_Jentr says:
CTO: it is simple data, but very interesting

FCO_Hall says:
CTO:  Sir?

TO_Aponte says:
CTO: Sir, may I suggest we move to a safer distance now that we have this data?

CTO_David says:
FCO: Yes.

LtJG-QUag says:
*Engineering Crew* Get relief teams to all decks, first priority repairing the main power grid, second, repairing propulsion units, third, repairing sensor arrays, 4th repairing living quarters,

FCO_Hall says:
CTO:  I apologize for not following your orders as soon as I should have.

CSO_Jentr says:
::continues to receive information::

CTO_David says:
FCO: Don't worry about it.  I would have been edgy too.

CSO_Jentr says:
CTO: The data has stopped

CMOJoRoss says:
::relived that the Ops Officer heart rate has returned to a safe level::

FCO_Hall says:
CTO:  I normally do not question orders.

LtJG-QUag says:
*CTO* Relief crews are starting to spread out, I'm sending damage control teams and fire teams to all needed decks, main power should be online in, about 1-2 days

CTO_David says:
FCO: I understand.  Just try and have a little faith.  Take your station.

CSO_Jentr says:
::switches back to main sensors::

CTO_David says:
*CEO* Acknowledged.

Ops-FoDco says:
::unconscious....still::

FCO_Hall says:
CTO:  Aye-Aye sir. ::walks back to station::

TO_Aponte says:
::wonders if this is the norm aboard Elara, or if the missions are usually this exciting::

LtJG-QUag says:
*CTO* Nice job, but I think all work and concerns left over now are with me and the engineering teams, you sure did put this rust bucket through a lot

CTO_David says:
CSO: Analyze the data.  Take what is useful.

CMOJoRoss says:
::give the Ops Officer something to wake up::

CMOJoRoss says:
Ops:; Can you hear me?

Ops-FoDco says:
::........::

CSO_Jentr says:
CTO: Aye

CTO_David says:
*CEO* Just testing to see how well you can keep her together.

=/\=/\=/\= Pause U.S.S. Elara Mission =/\=/\=/\=


